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i SIRKKA KNUUTTILA

Icons of Mourning. The Audio-visual Metaphors of Marguerite Duras's

India Song

Marguerite Duras's film India Sorzg has been characterised as a cinematic

,,Tristan and Isolde", bom out of the spirit of music, because of its rhythmic,

stratigraphic structure (Martti-Tapio Kuuskoski's lecture, 28'3.03)' Among the

most famous French avant-garde films, it opposes the solid and predictable

world of the Hollywood schema; however, its post-colonial polyropes prevent

us from easily classifying it as an ahistorical or an allusive type of the

experimental post-war film. Indeed, the self-conscious sound-track of India

Song draws our attention to its peculiar anti-illusionism' Therefore, firstly, I

analyse the subtle dialogical technique of India Song, and secondly, I interpret

some of the figures of Indiasong as audio-visual metaphors, the signification of

which is motivated by metonymic material always hiding within every

metaphor. Because some of these metaphors are expressed in a verbal form in

the novel Le Vice-conszl, I tentatively consider Duras's method of modification

from the verbal into the non-verbal metaphor.

The question of metaphorical content of a modernist film has been

controversial. Gilles Deleuze argues that there is no metaphorical level in the

avant-garde film - the "time-image" - instead, we should receive India Song for

example as pure audio-visual expression, without assigning it any metaphorical

signification. Following this advice, the much-debated problem of our manner of

perceiving arises: is there any "normal" and direct way of perceiving without the

metaphorical dimension? Or, does the perceptual material consist of

metaphorical mental (re)presentations, as George Lakoff and Mark Johnson and

their successors suggest in their cognitive theory? According to the latter way of

thinking that I will utilize in my study, we have some kind of spatio-temporal,
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culturally value-charged predispositions when receiving any fil
point of view of cognitive semiorics, the multi-layered sound-t:,JJ
,Song participates in creating the temporally murti-potent space of the visul
material of the firm. The post-colonial meanings are produced as a c".efulyl
timed inter-pray of the image and sound. Therefore, the tragedy of whirl
colonials is possibre to receive as a seemingly fragmentary but consistenl
diegetic series of meaningful images - the dereuze an mouvement de ro pensöe-l
presenting a personally lived historical trauma. 

I

while the development (or the execution) of narrative might claim its source I
from the sense oftemporarity, the presence ofnarrative does not pertain to tn. 

I
structure of temporal flow that inseminates it; rather, narrative o.g"nir", . I

method or a way of comprehension for facing temporality, buildin* uO ,o I

experience of form modered out of its flow. To form a narrative is to form 
I

despite what the temporal distribution entails: narrative is set against the current,
it serves to accumulate, under control, by countering off the temporar flow.
Through its way of formal representation and modeling narrative enables the
procuring of similes of temporal distribution: trailing off from the temporal
flow, the narrative approach accumulates, conjoins, matches up comparatively
and attributes as the same, as a continuum, as a mold, to maintain the stability
necessary for formalisation, conceptualisation and attribution, the stability that
will have enabled its orientative and controlling presence.

Now' on the other hand, as the patient reader may arready have noted, this

-con{gqqy-s-19!-of199!sta199 against telnoralilr is not exceptional to narrative,
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